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Animals, Pain and Morality



ALAN CARTER



abstract While it is widely agreed that the infliction upon innocents of needless pain is immoral, many have argued that, even though nonhuman animals act as if they feel pain, there is no reason to think that they actually suffer painful experiences. And if our actions only appear to cause nonhuman animals pain, then such actions are not immoral. On the basis of the claim that certain behavioural responses to organismic harm are maladaptive, whereas the ability to feel pain is itself adaptive, this article argues that the experience of pain should be viewed as the proximate cause of such occasionally maladaptive behaviour. But as nonhuman animals also display such maladaptive traits, we have reason to conclude that they feel pain. Hence, we have reason to hold that it is indeed possible to inflict needless pain on nonhuman animals, which would be immoral.



It has been argued that, while nonhuman animals certainly act as if they feel pain, there is no good reason to think that they actually feel anything, never mind suffer painful experiences [1]. For example, in the late seventeenth century, Nicholas Fontaine, an eyewitness to experiments conducted at the Jansenist seminary of Port Royal, reported that experimenters administered beatings to dogs with perfect indifference, and made fun of those who pitied the creatures as if they felt pain. They said the animals were clocks; that the cries they emitted when struck were only the noise of a little spring that had been touched, but that the whole body was without feeling. They nailed poor animals up on boards by their four paws to vivisect them and see the circulation of the blood, which was a great subject of conversation [2]. Fontaine further remarks that the experimenters at Port Royal talked of the animals as ‘automata’ [3]. In short, just as clocks move without feeling anything, so too, it has been concluded, do dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, mice, and other mammals. Now, the question of whether or not animals do feel pain would seem to be an important one not only for science but also for everyone who may directly or indirectly be responsible for the infliction of pain on nonhuman animals. For if we are responsible for the infliction of suffering on nonhuman animals because of the diet we have chosen or because we encourage cosmetic firms to conduct experiments on animals, say, then our behaviour may well be immoral. But it might be argued that the lacking of any reason to hold that nonhuman animals feel pain is irrelevant to our moral concerns. The mere fact that they might feel pain ought to be sufficient to affect our deliberations. Because nonhuman animals might feel pain, we risk making them suffer if we subject them to unanaesthetized vivisection, © Society for for Applied Applied Philosophy, Philosophy, 2005, 2005 Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford, OX4 2DQ, UK and 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, USA.
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for example. That should suffice for a utilitarian, say, to conclude that such vivisection is morally wrong. However, this will not do as it stands. There might, for all we know, be fairies living harmlessly in our gardens. They might also be very fragile to the touch. Were we to walk to the bottom of our gardens, we might step on one, and thereby kill an innocent. But such a possibility provides no compelling reason at all for our refraining from walking down our garden paths. Mere possibilities of this sort cannot carry any weight with regard to our moral deliberations. For there are so many mere possibilities that their conflicting demands would make moral decisions impossible. Consider the alternative possibility that fairies are of a very peculiar sort: far from being fragile to the touch, they can only survive by being stood on once a day. Were we morally compelled to act according to every mere possibility, we would both have to walk down our garden paths frequently and never walk down them. Clearly, if we are to act morally, or if we are not to find ourselves in a perpetual moral dilemma, we would have to discount the possibility of certain kinds of fairies living at the bottom of our gardens. But what enables us justifiably to discount fairies and not certain other possibilities when engaging in moral calculations? Quite simply, it is the fact that there is no good reason whatsoever to believe that fairies exist. This suggests that the mere possibility of animal pain will not suffice for providing moral grounds for choosing to act differently. We require some reason to think that they experience pain as a result of our actions. Were there some reason to hold that nonhuman animals feel pain, and no reason at all to hold that fairies exist, then nonhuman animals should enter into our moral calculations, while fairies should remain excluded. But let us set aside nonhuman animals, and consider human beings instead. Think of what occasionally happens when humans are in pain. Sometimes when we experience pain we squeal. But squealing appears, at times, to be maladaptive. For example, if I am hiding from a nearby predator (a tiger, say) and I step on a sharp object, the squeal that can result reduces my chances of surviving to maturity and leaving viable offspring. Sometimes when we experience pain we writhe. But writhing, too, appears, at times, to be maladaptive. Writhing, like squealing, can attract the attention of a predator. Moreover, sometimes in order to heal, I need to remain perfectly still. But the pain compels me to writhe around in agony. Hence, the writhing that results from my experiencing pain can also reduce my chances of surviving to maturity and leaving offspring. In a word, squealing and writhing can reduce our inclusive fitness. If squealing and writhing can be maladaptive, and if our thinking is to be in accord with mainstream evolutionary theory, then it seems that we require some explanation for why these behavioural traits have evolved. So, what is the best evolutionary explanation that may be given for their perseverance as common traits? Many possible reasons could be given, but I suggest the best would be something like the following: The experience of pain when injured is adaptive, and occasional squealing and writhing is a non-adaptive spin-off. Put another way, squealing and writhing are not selected for, unlike the experience of pain. The experience of severe pain motivates us to avoid whatever causes such pain. Damage to ourselves as organisms causes painful experiences. We avoid such damage because it is painful. Avoiding damage to ourselves as organisms is adaptive behaviour. It therefore follows that being able to experience pain is adaptive. However, the ability to experience pain can result in maladaptive squealing and writhing [4]. But pain that occasionally produces squealing and writhing is more © Society for Applied Philosophy, 2005
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adaptive than an inability to feel pain at all. If the price of pain is occasional squealing and writhing, then, in evolutionary terms, it is a price that will have to be paid. Now, it seems bizarre to think that maladaptive instances of squealing and writhing would be caused directly either by organismic damage or by pain-avoidance behaviour. Moreover, we would expect maladaptive squealing and writhing that were caused directly by organismic damage or by pain-avoidance behaviour to have been weeded out by natural selection. For there seems no good reason why an organism could not, if its behaviour were directly programmed, evolve so as to engage in harm avoidance without also squealing and writhing. Furthermore, it seems clear, introspectively, that what causes us to squeal and writhe is the experience of intense pain; the latter being adaptive. Thus, it seems that we should conclude that, whereas damage to our bodies is, ordinarily, the ultimate cause of squealing and writhing, the proximate cause is the feeling of pain [5]. Indeed, if (1) squealing and writhing are maladaptive, and (2) it seems bizarre to think that squealing and writhing would simply evolve because of some direct connection between either of them and organismic damage or painavoidance behaviour, and (3) the experience of pain is adaptive, then: (4) it seems that we should conclude that a necessary condition for the squealing or writhing resulting from organismic damage is the experience of pain. Now, it might be objected that squealing and writhing are, in fact, adaptive. They both attract the attention of conspecifics and/or kin, who may then come to our aid. But many signals could easily have evolved into assistance-stimulating behaviour. And those that were less likely to attract predators or increase the injury one suffered should have evolved in preference to squealing and writhing. For example, the raised fur on a mammal’s back does not seem to be a maladaptive means of signalling the likelihood of an aggressive response. Our hair standing on end in response to severe pain would be less maladaptive than uncontrollable squealing and writhing. Moreover, if one could squeal only when injured, but could refrain from squealing whenever it was dangerous to do so (such as when a predator were nearby), then conspecifics or kin could be stimulated into providing assistance through a significantly less maladaptive mechanism. What seems clearly maladaptive, in contrast, is the ability to feign pain by squealing and writhing when one is not compelled to squeal or writhe, and thus elicit aid when one is not in genuine need, and yet be forced, through pain, to squeal and writhe when it is in one’s interests to keep still and silent. But perhaps these alternatives were not available to the process of natural selection. However, facial grimacing signals pain to conspecifics and kin, yet it does not appear to be maladaptive in the way that either squealing or writhing can be. And it seems possible that grimacing could have remained had rolling around on the ground in agony been selected against. Given possible alternatives, squealing and writhing do seem to be maladaptive (which, in the competition for survival, should be viewed as a relative term) [6]. And hence it does seem that the best explanation is to regard them as evolutionary spin-offs of something that is indeed adaptive. © Society for Applied Philosophy, 2005
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Alternatively, it might be objected that squealing and writhing are, in fact, adaptive because they both repel predators, and writhing, moreover, enables one to escape harm. But writhing can lack direction, and (as was noted earlier) both squealing and writhing can attract rather than repel danger. A deliberate and carefully directed effort to avoid a predator would be far more adaptive than uncontrollable, undirected behaviour. But if anyone is still inclined to think that squealing and writhing are adaptive, he or she might reflect on the fact that squealing and writhing accompany not only injury but also certain kinds of procreative activity. Introspectively, while the squealing and writhing that accompany organismic damage seem to result from pain, the squealing and writhing that accompany the build up to orgasm seem to result from pleasure. Yet squealing and writhing from pleasure when a dangerous predator is in the vicinity appear to be maladaptive. They seem guaranteed to attract a predator’s attention. But does anyone who might be inclined to assert ‘The squealing and writhing that result from pain constitute a mechanism for physically repelling whomever causes that pain’ also want to assert ‘The squealing and writhing that result from sexual pleasure equally constitute a mechanism for repelling whomever causes that pleasure’? A similar problem arises even if pleasure and pain are omitted from the story. Imagine that we conclude that an individual, through inflicting organismic damage, automatically stimulates repellent squealing and writhing. It seems that we should then also accept the conclusion that an individual, through sharing procreative activity, automatically stimulates equally repellent squealing and writhing! In short, if uncontrollable writhing is a means for evading (or even throwing off ) a predator, why isn’t it equally a means for evading (or throwing off ) a sexual partner? Put another way, if uncontrollable writhing isn’t a means for evading a sexual partner, why conclude that it must be a means for evading a predator? So, initial appearances to the contrary, there are grounds for concluding that squealing and writhing are, in fact, maladaptive. And the best explanation for their persistence is surely to regard them as spin-offs of a genuinely adaptive trait. (Note: I’m not saying that all pain-behaviour is maladaptive; only certain instances of, for example, squealing and writhing. And because pain results in damage-avoidance behaviour, then it clearly is a genuinely adaptive trait.) To make all the above more plausible, the story I might want to tell could go like this: In order for pain to factor sufficiently into our plans so that we continue to avoid organismic damage, it has to be a powerful experience. But because it needs to be that powerful in order to do its job, its effects can sometimes be overwhelming. It results occasionally in uncontrollable responses (for example, squealing and writhing). Certain of these uncontrollable responses are maladaptive. So, pain is the proximate cause of what is usually damage-avoidance behaviour, and it is also the proximate cause of occasionally maladaptive squealing and writhing. The complete package is, overall, adaptive, while squealing and writhing, individually, are not [7]. What cases of such maladaptive behaviour do I have in mind? Consider one case: that of (relatively minor) damage to a knee cartilage. Such damage does not, physically, prevent one from running away from whatever has caused the harm. One can run fairly well without any cartilage at all. (I know, for I’ve had most of one of mine removed.) The pain that sometimes results from knee damage can, however, be absolutely incapacitating. Having once knocked the side of my knee against a defender’s during a soccer match, I know this to be the case from personal experience! Indeed, © Society for Applied Philosophy, 2005
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the pain was, for a short while, so excruciatingly incapacitating that I am unlikely ever to forget it. If one suffered such pain while crossing a busy road, then the falling to the ground and the writhing in the path of oncoming traffic that might result could easily be life-threatening. But minor knee damage is hardly as significant a harm as internal haemorrhaging, which might not be incapacitatingly painful. The extreme squealing and writhing that sometimes result from the pain caused by relatively minor knee damage strike me as seriously maladaptive. The strong desire to avoid ever again knocking knees with defenders does not. It should also be noted that if one is knocked unconscious before incurring knee damage, one does not lie there squealing and writhing. One might, however, begin squealing and writhing when one regains consciousness. This supports our introspective assessment that it isn’t the knee damage itself that is the proximate cause of squealing and writhing, but rather the pain that one experiences as a result of the injury one has sustained. So, in a nutshell, the structure of my argument is as follows. If one observes a maladaptive trait that results from some stimulus, it would appear that the best explanation, in order to be consistent with mainstream evolutionary theory, would involve some intermediate trait that is clearly adaptive. If the intermediate trait occasionally produces the maladaptive one, but, overall, it is advantageous to possess the intermediate trait even given its occasionally maladaptive consequences, then the intermediate trait will be selected for. If squealing and writhing can be a maladaptive result of organismic damage, it seems that the best explanation would require identifying some trait located within a causal process between the organismic damage and the maladaptive squealing and writhing. The experience of pain fits perfectly. So, on the basis of what has been argued above, we do have at least some reason to think that the (adaptive) experience of pain is a necessary condition for damageinduced (maladaptive instances of ) squealing and writhing. In lieu of a conclusion, it should be noted that, in similar circumstances, nonhuman animals also squeal and writhe. None of the above provides conclusive proof that nonhuman animals feel pain, of course. There are alternative explanations that can be forwarded for why they squeal and writhe. But perhaps what has been argued, in providing some reason for thinking that nonhuman animals feel pain, suffices for our regarding as immoral certain of our actions that cause them to squeal and writhe. For, at the very least, we have reason to hold that in causing nonhuman animals to squeal and writhe, we are running a significant risk, unlike in the possible case of stepping on fairies, of inflicting needless pain. And that is immoral. Alan Carter, Department of Philosophy, University of Glasgow, 67–69 Oakfield Avenue, Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland. [email protected] NOTES [1] For one argument claiming that animals do not consciously experience pain, see Peter Carruthers (1989) Brute experience, Journal of Philosophy, 86. [2] Nicholas Fontaine (1738) Memoirs pour servir à l’histoire de Port-Royal (Cologne) II, pp. 52–3; quoted in Leonora Cohen Rosenfield (1941) From Beast-Machine to Man-Machine: The Theme of Animal Soul in French Letters from Descartes to La Mettrie (New York, Oxford University Press), p. 54. [3] Ibid. © Society for Applied Philosophy, 2005
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[4] On the evolution of non-adaptive traits, see Stephen Jay Gould and Richard C. Lewontin (1994) The spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian paradigm: a critique of the adaptationist program, in Elliott Sober (ed.) Conceptual Issues in Evolutionary Biology (Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT Press). Also see Elliott Sober (1998) Six sayings about adaptationism, in David Hull and Michael Ruse (edd.) The Philosophy of Biology (Oxford, Oxford University Press), as well as Stephen Jay Gould and Elizabeth S. Vrba (1998) Exaptation — a missing term in the science of form, in ibid. [5] We could view maladaptive instances of squealing or writhing probabilistically. In which case, it is possible to regard the ultimate cause as being screened off by the proximate cause. See Robert N. Brandon (1998) The levels of selection: a hierarchy of interactors, in ibid. It should not be assumed that in saying this I am necessarily endorsing Brandon’s rejection of genic selection. For a critique of Brandon, see Kim Sterelny and Philip Kitcher (1998) The return of the gene, in ibid. [6] Maladaptiveness is relative in the same way that the biological notion of altruism is a relative term. See Elliott Sober (1998) What is evolutionary altruism? in ibid. And in saying this, it should not be concluded that I am necessarily accepting group selection. See Alan Carter (forthcoming) Evolution and the problem of altruism, Philosophical Studies. [7] A parallel story can be told if ‘pain’ is replaced throughout the above paragraph by ‘pleasure’, if ‘to avoid organismic damage’ is replaced by ‘to produce offspring’, and if ‘damage-avoidance behaviour’ is replaced by ‘offspring-generating activity’.
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